
Yokohama Fender Rapid Loss of Pressure 
 

Description of Incident: 
On 20th January 2021 at N- Berth, Avonmouth Dock, a Yokohama Fender suffered a rapid loss of 
pressure during routine maintenance, resulting in a personal injury to a third-party contractor. 
At the time of the incident, following verbal work instructions from the BPC, contract engineering 
personnel were replacing the aircraft tyre cage that surrounds the outer of the Yokohama fender 
bladder with a new pre-made cage. When the incident occurred, the cage had been replaced and the 
final shackles required tightening to complete the task. A forklift truck (Hyster 467) was being used 
to move the fender into position.  
Interim Findings: 
1. Fender in question (AX32M) manufactured in 1998 – last removed from water and inspected in 

2013. Lifespan of Yokohama Fender is 10 -15 years (fender manual best practice). 

2. Pressure had been previously reduced for the cage fitting. Recommended pressure for 

Yokohama fenders is 0.5 bar for smaller models and 0.7 bar for larger models. There was no 

inflation or deflation of fender on the day of the incident.  

3. Fender split across length. No specific hole where deflation occurred. Cannot prove or disprove 

the Fender was pierced with a fork. Visual inspection shows rubber looks degraded and perished 

in places. Forks were smooth and undamaged. 

4. Minimal mention of Fenders in SIP document Mooring 005/ Buoyancy 020.  

Interim Recommendations: 
1. Remove all fenders from service that exceed 10 -15-year life span. 

2. Develop a fender strategy to replace the end-of-life fenders, to include a planned 

maintenance schedule for the newly procured. 

3. Implement and follow a proactive monitoring, maintenance, and inspection program. 

4. Safe system of work to be created for recaging/repairs and general fender maintenance 

activities. BPC to oversee and sign off documentation. Work to be carried out under a PTW. 

5. Cascade incident to PSS for information sharing purposes. 
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